New Voyages
Begin your journey toward the future you desire
Harbor Light Planning's New Voyages program provides integrative, fee-only, financial planning for young
adults and those just starting to embark on their journey toward achieving their goals and dreams while
building a sound financial furutue. It is designed as a cost-effective, time-efficient solution for those seeking
unbiased, no-sales, finanical, tax and life planning. Our goal based process plans for the long term while
devising useful cash flow, debt, savings, and investment strategies for today.

Your Journey

"Ships in harbour are safe,

Chart Your Course
but that's not what ships are built for."
Regardless of the state of your finances, the first step in seeking
~John Shedd
professional planning is to determine where you are, where
you are going, and how you intend to get there. This 2 hour
meeting is designed to evaluate where you are financially, determine your goals and dreams, and design an
introductory path to follow. After charting your course, you may elect to continue your voyage or opt to
complete your journey.
New Voyages
Your voyage will begin by building the hull of your ship. We start with foundation meetings that focus
on building the base for the rest of your planning. Your ship will gain strength and structure by delving
into the key financial topics of portfolio review, tax forecasting, insurance and estate planning. As you set
sail and journey into new financial waters you'll be expertly guided through cash and debt management
strategies, goal formulation and visualization, investment strategies, tax preparation, and retirement
projections.
Continuing the Voyage
Once your ship is built and your voyage has begun, quiet waters and smooth sailing are the norm. Annually
we revisit key planning concepts such as tax preparation and forecasting, investment reviews and strategy
updates. At times, unforeseen obstacles may force a course change; we will be here to help you maneuver
financial and life obstacles that arise from time to time.

What You Receive
 Knowledge of where you are starting
 A solid foundation on which to build
 A picture of where you are headed
 A path to navigate

